
Congratulations, and thank you for choosing your new Aerostich Ultralight Bike Cover. It is the most compact motorcycle cover available, and is ideal for adding 
overnight security when traveling.  The cover is constructed of a strong, lightweight siliconized 1.3oz ripstop nylon and self-stores in a small pocket built into the rear 
of the cover. The cover’s fabric is waterproof, and will shed rain, but the seams are not sealed.

Use: Locate the ‘front’ of the cover by finding the Aerostich label.  (Go hand-over-hand along draw 
cord tunnel until you find it.) Pull the cover over the front tire and the rest of the cover around the 
motorcycle by stretching the hem tunnel from front to rear. Locate the cord-lock at the rear of the 
motorcycle, next to the self-store pocket. Use the cord-lock to tension the sewn-in shock cord and 
help secure the cover closer around the bike. This helps prevent strong winds from getting under 
the cover. Two grommets are located half way along each side which may be used (with a bungee 
cord or cable lock) for additional security.

Packing: The self-store pocket is located at ‘back’ of the cover next to the sewn-in elastic 
draw cord. The cover is ‘stuffed’ into its carrying pocket the same random way that a sleep-
ing bag is stuffed into a stuff sack. When you first start, it will seem that the pocket is too 
small to contain all of the cover.  After two or three uses the cover will be easier to fit 
into the storage pocket. 

Warning: The cover material melts on contact with a hot exhaust system.  Allow 
the motorcycle to cool before covering.   A very brief contact with a hot engine or 
exhaust system will melt this cover. 

Cleaning: Hand wash, sponge off, or machine wash with a mild detergent on a 
gentle wash cycle.  Dry on low.

Fit: Two sizes are available.  The medium size fits most sport, sport touring, standard and dual sport motorcycles. The large fits most full size or ‘full dress’ type touring 
bikes.

Questions:  Please call us at 218 722 1927 or email <products@aerostich.com>
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